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Abstract
Parallel corpora are currently a popular and vibrantly developing category of linguistic resources, used both in
literature and translation studies, as well as in the field of NLP. For Ukrainian, though, there are still not enough
significant parallel corpora compiled within a single roof project and made available to the research community. In
this paper we present a newly developed resource, the German-Ukrainian Parallel Corpus — ParaRook||DE-UK,
searchable online. We describe various issues related to its compilation, text selection, and annotation. The paper
also features several examples of how the corpus can be used in linguistic research and translation studies. Using
the experience of the German-Ukrainian parallel corpus, parallel corpora for other languages with Ukrainian can be
developed.
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1. Parallel Corpora for Ukrainian

Parallel corpora are a valuable linguistic resource
that is applied primarily for translation research
and practice as well as comparative linguistic stud-
ies, it can also be useful for monolingual studies.
With the development of computer technologies,
the role of parallel corpora as datasets for ma-
chine translation is becoming increasingly impor-
tant. Though datasets of parallel sentences in
different languages are often collected automat-
ically from the Internet, it is still useful to create
some parallel corpora semi-manually, especially
for fiction texts that typically lack exact (word-for-
word) match between the original and the transla-
tion, which makes it difficult to automatically collect
and align them. Here are several references to the
books on the use of parallel corpora in linguistic
studies, translation studies and translation teach-
ing (Anderman and Rogers, 2007; Hansen-Schirra
et al., 2012; Enghels et al., 2020; Liu, 2020)

For the Ukrainian language, there are still few
parallel corpora available online for searching. One
of these projects is the Polish-Ukrainian parallel cor-
pus (Kotsyba, 2016), which has size of about 4 mil-
lion tokens in the Polish part and is searchable both
via an older search manager (Kotsyba and Turska,
2005 - 2011) and on the NoSketchEngine plat-
form on the website of the Laboratory of Ukrainian
project. (Kotsyba, 2018) The site also published
a parallel English-Ukrainian corpus of 1.5 million
tokens in the English part and smaller French-
, German-, Spanish-, and Portuguese-Ukrainian
bilingual pairs (500, 190, 65 and 16 thousand to-
kens, respectively) containing literary texts, includ-
ing some translated from a third language.

The largest collection of semi-manually aligned

parallel texts with Ukrainian is now available for
search as a part of the InterCorp parallel corpora
collection (Čermák and Rosen, 2012). In InterCorp
v.16, the volume of Ukrainian texts is over 18 mil-
lion tokens with aligned originals or translations
into Czech and other languages through Czech
as a pivot language. The Ukrainian part of Inter-
Corp consists mainly of fiction texts and a smaller
dataset featuring subtitles and the Bible. (Čermák
and Rosen, 2008 - 2023)

A one-million-tokens dataset of Ukrainian parallel
fiction and medical texts with French, English, and
Polish is available for download on Natalia Grabar’s
site (Grabar and Hamon, 2017).

A significant part of the existing Ukrainian parallel
corpora is not currently available to the Ukrainian
community for various reasons. Access to the
Ukrainian-Russian parallel corpus within the Rus-
sian National Corpus (Sitchinava et al., 2011) is
blocked in Ukraine since 2017 due to the war. Para-
Sol: a Slavic Parallel Corpus is currently under
reconstruction (von Waldenfels, 2011). The follow-
ing corpora have not been published: Bulgarian-
Ukrainian parallel corpus KUB (Siruk and Derzhan-
ski, 2013), Polish-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Polish
parallel corpus of Ivan Franko’s self-translations
(Buk, 2012), English-Ukrainian parallel corpus
ParKUM (Darčuk et al., 2017), English-Ukrainian
parallel corpus of Legal Texts (Matvieieva, 2019),
English-Ukrainian parallel corpus compiled by Ser-
hij Zasiekin (Zasiekin, 2020), English-Ukrainian par-
allel corpus of IT texts (Mandziy et al., 2022) etc.
Smaller user collections of parallel texts are cre-
ated by students at various Ukrainian universities,
such as Lviv Polytechnic, Odesa National Univer-
sity, Kherson National Technical University, and
others, for educational purposes, but there is no
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Original/Style Fiction Nonfiction
English (EN) 48,716,969 8,962,108
Russian (RU) 18,265,944 2,413,472
French (FR) 17,844,342 2,462,649
Polish (PL) 10,931,819 1,816,123
German (DE) 9,661,714 2,520,939
Czech (CS) 4,130,289 389,861
Spanish (ES) 3,641,073 450,012
Italian (IT) 3,413,198 598,576
Bulgarian (BG) 2,736,933 109,597

Table 1: The scope of translated texts in GRAC
v.17 by original language and style.

coordinated system that would accumulate these
materials and make them available for use.

A valuable resource for creating Ukrainian paral-
lel corpora is GRAC (Shvedova, 2017 - 2024): the
Ukrainian language reference corpus, which con-
tains translations from 89 languages, mostly fiction,
with a total size of 172 million tokens of texts trans-
lated from different languages (GRAC v.17). The
size of the largest subcorpora of translated texts in
GRAC by language and style is shown in the Table
1.

There are many parallel corpus projects where
texts are collected and aligned automatically. One
such project is ParaCrawl (Bañón et al., 2020),
notably its MultiParaCrawl 1 corpus series, which
includes 705 bilingual language pairs for 41 lan-
guages, including 36 pairs for Ukrainian with dif-
ferent European languages. The languages were
identified with Google’s Compact Language Detec-
tor 2, and neural network technologies were applied
for text alignment and cleaning. Specifically, this
corpus was prepared for the OPUS (Tiedemann,
2012) project by pivoting text documents through
English to achieve a massive parallel corpus. It
includes only the new language pairs built by this
procedure and can be downloaded in TMX, XML,
and Moses formats from the OPUS website. As
of March 2024, it includes 34 million sentences in
Ukrainian.

The ParaCrawl project itself is focused more
on English-centric language pairs and is larger
than MultiParaCrawl (compare 1.5 billion sen-
tences of this project and 789 million of Multi-
ParaCrawl). However, it includes 14 million sen-
tences in Ukrainian. It is freely available for down-
load in TMX, TXT, and raw formats. In addition, it
is distributed via OPUS.

Another project is NLLb (Schwenk et al., 2019;
Fan et al., 2021), a large dataset containing bi-
text for 148 English-centric and 1465 non-English-
centric language pairs. The dataset was created

1https://paracrawl.eu/news/item/
18-multiparacrawl-9-including-ukrainian

based on metadata for mined bitext released by
Meta AI. It was filtered for language identification,
emoji-based filtering was performed, and, for some
high-resource languages, a language model was
applied. The data was processed using the stopes
mining library and the LASER3 encoders (Costa-
jussà et al., 2022). Currently, it includes 166 million
tokens in Ukrainian.

MultiCCAligned (El-Kishky et al., 2020) is a par-
allel corpus comprising web-document pairs in 137
languages aligned with English. The corpus was
created by performing language identification on
raw web documents and ensuring that correspond-
ing language codes match the URLs of web docu-
ments. More than 100 million aligned documents
were paired with English. Some English documents
were aligned to multiple documents in different tar-
get languages. Sentence pairs were extracted us-
ing similarity scores of LASER embeddings from
the document pairs. The latest release of MultiC-
CAligned is v1.1, created from 68 Commoncrawl
Snapshots up until March 2020. It includes 62 mil-
lion sentences in Ukrainian.

MaCoCu (Bañón et al., 2022) is a multilingual
parallel corpus built by crawling national internet
top-level domains. The corpus was processed us-
ing the Bitextor tool, with considerable effort put
into cleaning the extracted text. Accordingly, the
MaCoCu-uk-en 1.0 was created based on scanned
data from sites on the .ua domain and includes
238,841,101 tokens.

Also, an essential source of parallel texts is
Wikipedia. One project that has put this into prac-
tice is WikiMatrix. The project focuses on lan-
guages with low resources, making it a valuable
dataset for researchers and developers working
with less commonly studied languages. Currently,
WikiMatrix provides parallel data for over 1620 lan-
guage pairs. The authors state that their project
makes 135 million parallel sentences available in 96
languages, of which only 34 million are aligned with
English. One of the largest pairs is the Ukrainian-
Russian one, amounting to 2.5 million sentences
(Schwenk et al., 2019). It should be noted that the
source of Ukrainian-Russian sentences could be
numerous Ukrainian sites with parallel language
versions, which tend to use automatic translation.

The Ukrainian language is represented in two
multilingual parallel corpora on Sketch Engine,
namely OPUS parallel corpus covering 40 lan-
guages (the size of Ukrainian texts is 2.5 million
tokens) and OpenSubtitles: multilingual corpus in
58 languages (the size of the Ukrainian part is 5
million tokens) (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016).

Only some automatically built parallel corpus
projects are listed in this section. It is essential
to mention, for example, the OpenSubtitles cor-
pus practices. It differs from other automatic cor-

https://paracrawl.eu/news/item/18-multiparacrawl-9-including-ukrainian
https://paracrawl.eu/news/item/18-multiparacrawl-9-including-ukrainian
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pora by using a time-based approach and intra-
language alignment as subtitles in one language
often have many variants, which allows for more
accurate learning of nuances and variations in the
language (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016).

Most of the listed projects are available for down-
load through the OPUS website or in different for-
mats. One is the TXT format ParaCrawl, a bilin-
gual text where sentences are aligned in a one-line
per sentence format in 2 columns. For users who
need to become more familiar with technology, the
Sketch Engine platform will be helpful, featuring
both OpenSubtitles and parallel corpora in 40 lan-
guages from OPUS in a search interface.

However, it is essential to note that they often lack
precision in alignment and data cleanliness, which
can impact the quality of the results. For instance,
due to the automated nature of the alignment pro-
cess, there may be instances where sentences or
phrases are not accurately matched (Zarin, a et al.,
2015). Similarly, cleaning may sometimes leave
irrelevant or noisy data.

Such projects are useful for purposes such as
training machine translation models (Tiedemann
and Thottingal, 2020), but are not completely suit-
able for linguistic research due to their frequent
noisiness and lack of accuracy, which is impossible
on such large arrays of text. This is why, despite
advances in technology and smaller size, manually
collected corpora are extremely useful in literature
research, translation studies, comparative and ty-
pological studies.

In this paper, we present ParaRook||DE-UK
(Shvedova and Lukashevskyi, 2023-2024), which
is the first large German-Ukrainian corpus col-
lected and verified manually, with detailed meta-
annotation and morphosyntactic annotation, and
searchable online. The title refers to the Ukrainian
monolingual reference corpus GRAC (grak is the
Ukrainian name for rook) and also sounds like "pair
of hands" in Ukrainian.

2. Composition and structure of
ParaRook||DE-UK

2.1. Texts
The history of German-Ukrainian literary translation
is a complex and interesting field (Ivanytska, 2015).
We aimed to show samples of German-Ukrainian
translation from different periods, namely Soviet,
with specific features of the time, and contempo-
rary.

As shown by M. Ivanytska, German-Ukrainian
translations were sometimes made not directly be-
tween two languages, but through the mediation
of a Russian translation. We tried to reduce the
amount of such texts in the corpus, because the

influence of the intermediary language is often very
noticeable in them. In the example below, the Rus-
sian translator did not render the author’s idiom,
but instead used expressive syntax. The Ukrainian
translator calqued this syntactic construction, which
is not very frequent in Ukrainian.

• (de) Ich bin ein ausgewichster Panzermann,
aber die sind doch keine halbe Nase weniger
schlau! [I am a good tankman, but they are
not less smart!] (Dieter Noll. Die Abenteuer
des Werner Holt. 1960)
(ru) Už na čto ja byvalyj tankist, no oni ničut’ ne
glupee! (Translation by V. Kurilla, R. Galperin.
1962)2

(uk) Naščo vže ja buvalyj tankist, ale vony ani-
troxy ne durniši! (Translation by Y. Mykhailyuk.
1965)

According to M. Ivanytska, censorship did occur
in Ukrainian translations from German under the
Soviet regime, and our material also shows this. In
such cases, we keep the untranslated text in the
corpus without a Ukrainian version (Table 2).

In literary translations from German, we also
often find just omitted and shortened fragments,
cases of inaccurate translation, rearranged sen-
tences, etc. that are not related to censorship.

Lion Feuchtwanger. Erfolg.
1929

Ukrainian
translation.
Oleksa Oleksa
Synyčenko. 1980

Möglich, daß in Bayern die
Justiz besonders bösartig
und verbohrt gehandhabt
wurde, aber viel anders war
es ringsum auch nicht.
[It is possible that justice
was administered in Bavaria
in a particularly malicious
and biased manner, but it
was not much better in other
countries.]

Možlyvo, ščo v
Bavariï pravo-
suddja čynyly
osoblyvo zlisno
j uperedženo,
ale ne nabahato
krašče bulo i v
inšyx kraïnax.

In Ungarn, auf dem Balkan,
in Rußland stand es vielle-
icht noch schlimmer als auf
der bayrischen Hochebene.
[In Hungary, the Balkans,
and Russia, the situation
was probably even worse
than on the Bavarian
Plateau.]

—

Table 2: Soviet Censorship in German-Ukrainian
Translation.

2Hereinafter, examples in Cyrillic are transliterated.
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ParaRook||DE-UK has size of 382 thousand
sentences and 6,3 million tokens in the German-
language part. The core of the corpus currently
consists of 20th-century fiction translated from Ger-
man into Ukrainian. The corpus contains 58 texts:
53 translated from German and 5 from Ukrainian.
The corpus features works by 29 famous German-
speaking authors from different countries, which
makes it possible to compare regional variants of
the German language. The corpus includes novels
by Erich Maria Remarque, Thomas Mann, Heinrich
Mann, Hermann Hesse, Alfred Döblin, Dieter Noll,
Heinrich Böll, Günter Grass, Patrick Süskind (Ger-
many), Franz Kafka, Stefan Zweig, Robert Musil,
Gustav Meyrink, Joseph Roth (Austria), Friedrich
Dürrenmatt (Switzerland), and other writers (Ap-
pendix B).

2.2. Annotation and Technical Details
The texts for the corpus were collected manually
from public libraries on the Internet (the sources
are given in the metadata), most Ukrainian texts
were taken from GRAC. The original texts and trans-
lations were aligned using the InterText program
(Vondřička, 2014), and the alignment of all texts
was checked and corrected manually. All the cases
of inaccurate translation were saved in the corpus
for research, the texts were aligned without chang-
ing the structure of the original text or translation.
Aligned parallel texts are saved in tmx format, e.g.:

<tu><prop type="x-sentbreak">|#|</prop>
<tuv xml:lang="de"><seg>Der Knabe war klein,

die Berge waren ungeheuer.</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="uk"><seg>Xlop’ja bulo male,

hory – vysočezni.</seg>
</tuv>
</tu>
The parallel corpus was annotated with UDPipe2

(Straka, 2018) using Universal Dependencies mod-
els, namely GSD for German (Petrov, 2023) and
IU for Ukrainian (Kotsyba, 2016). The choice of the
German model was based on model evaluations on
the official UD website (Nivre, 2015 - 2024), while
the Ukrainian model was the only one presented.
Ukrainian’s current Universal Dependencies model
achieves an accuracy rate of 97.5% for POS tag-
ging, 91.6% for morphological features, and 81.7%
for syntactic relation (Kotsyba, 2018).

The Universal Dependencies were chosen be-
cause their annotation is universal regardless of the
language of the analyzed text, and the process can
be optimized using graphics processors, particu-
larly NVIDIA CUDA technology, which significantly
speeds up computation, as opposed to using a
traditional CPU.

The annotation of documents in the parallel cor-
pus also includes syntactic relations between words
within a sentence, which can serve as a source of

data for contrastive syntactic analysis (Poiret et al.,
2021). During the preprocessing of the corpus ma-
terials, the text was segmented into sentences us-
ing the SpaCy models appropriate to the language
of the text: uk_core_news_sm (Kurnosov, 2022)
and de_core_news_sm (Brants, 2023); this step
was necessary to improve accuracy in morphosyn-
tactic annotation using UD.

The corpus manager used was NoSketch En-
gine, one of the most featureful open-source
corpus manager solutions available. The cor-
pus is accessible for search on the website:
https://uacorpus.org/Kyiv/ua/pararook

Besides morphosyntactic annotation, the cor-
pus provides extensive metadata. The list below
presents all the necessary information regarding
metadata and tag descriptions.

word: Token attribute for a word.
lemma: Token attribute for lemma.
upos: Token attribute for UD part-of-speech tag.
xpos: Language-specific grammatical annota-

tion token attribute.
morphology: Morphological annotation.
head: Syntactically the main word in a sentence.
dependency_tag: Syntactic relationship of a

word in a sentence.
extra_dependency: Additional information

about the syntactic role of a word in a sentence.
authors_names_{uk|de}: Authors’ name in

Ukrainian/German.
translators_names_{uk|de}: Translators’ name

in UK/DE.
authors_born: Authors’ birth year.
authors_sex: Authors’ gender.
authors_regionCode: Authors’ region.
translators_regionCode: Translators’ region.
translators_born: Translators’ birth year.
translators_sex: Translators’ gender.
title_{uk|de}: Document title in UK/DE.
original_language: Original language.
date_{uk|de}: Year of creation in UK/DE.
pub_city_{uk|de}: City of publication in UK/DE.
publisher_{uk|de}: Publisher in UK/DE.
pub_year_{uk|de}: Year of publication in

UK/DE.
publication_{uk|de}: Title of publication in

UK/DE (magazine number, title of collection).
url_{uk|de}: Reference to the source of the doc-

ument in UK/DE.
An example of parallel sentences with metadata

is provided in Appendix A.

3. Using ParaRook||DE-UK

Since ParaRook||DE-UK is only available for on-
line search, it is intended primarily for academic

https://uacorpus.org/Kyiv/ua/pararook
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linguistic and translation studies, for compiling dic-
tionaries, as well as for use in the process of human
translation.

A parallel corpus not only provides a richer range
of translation options in context than a dictionary,
but also enables research on phenomena that do
not have a well-established translation: it can be
used to study lacunarity and non-equivalent linguis-
tic patterns (Sitchinava, 2016; Dobrovol’skij and
Pöppel, 2017; Mellado Blanco, 2019; Grabowski
and Groom, 2022)

For example, the German construction immer
noch ’still’ may be translated into Ukrainian in many
different ways, or it may be omitted in translation
at all. In a random sample of one hundred parallel
sentences from ParaRook||DE-UK, the following
translation variants were found: i(j) dosi (21 times),
vse(use) šče (15), šče(išče) (15), i(j) dali (7), tak
samo (7), j (4), vse (2), vse(use) ž taky (2), vse odno
(1), dali (1), zavždy (1), i vse odno (1), i dosi šče
(1), j tak samo (1), poky ščo (1), skil’ky zavhodno
(1), tak use j (1), teper (1), u krajn’omu razi (1), šče
j dovho (1), šče j dosi (1), šče raz (1), jak i raniše
(1). In 12 cases of 100, the German construction
had no equivalent in Ukrainian translation at all, e.
g.

• (de) Wir tranken, und immer noch standen
die Uhrzeiger, wie sie schon seit drei Wochen
standen: auf halb elf. (Heinrich Böll. Irisches
Tagebuch. 1957)
(uk) My pyly, a strilky hodynnyka stojaly na
misci, jak i ves’ čas protjahom ostannix tr’ox
tyžniv, — na piv na odynadcjatu. (Ukr. trans-
lation by Volodymyr Šelest. 1989)

When working with one language, the transla-
tion presented in the parallel corpus can be used
as an additional layer of annotation, which makes
it possible to search by semantics. This advan-
tage of parallel data is already being extensively
used for automatic word sense disambiguation (Yee
Seng Chan and Zhong, 2007; Hwee Tou Ng and
Chan, 2003; Banea and Mihalcea, 2011; Shahid
and Kazakov, 2013), and it can be useful for a man-
ual lexical research as well. Below is an example of
search results in ParaRook||DE-UK of a Ukrainian
word kaminec’ that has two meanings, a commonly
used ’small stone’ and a rarely used ’fruit bone’.
To find examples in the second meaning only, the
German equivalent Kern was used, which helped
to specify the required sense.

• (de) Weißrot klappern Störche auf Dächern,
daß Kirschen die Kerne ausspucken... (Gün-
ter Grass. Blechtrommel. 1959)
(uk) Bilo-červoni busly triskotjat’ na daxax pro
te, ščo vyšni vypl’ovujut’ svoï kaminci... (Ukr.
translation by Oleksa Lohvynenko. 2005)

• (de) Sie brach eine der überreifen Früchte auf,
warf den Kern zu Boden und reichte ihm eine
der Hälften. (Dieter Noll. Die Abenteuer des
Werner Holt. 1960)
(uk) Potim rozlomyla najspilišyj plid i, vykynu-
všy kaminčyka, prostjahla polovynu Hol’tovi.
(Ukr. translation by Jurij Myxajljuk. 1965)

More examples of the use of parallel corpora for
manual research and teaching can be found in the
relevant work presented in our bibliography.

4. Conclusions and Future Plans

The first representative German-Ukrainian parallel
corpus has been created and is available to search
online. This is an important language resource that
provides parallel texts for linguistic and translation
research. With this work, we would like to draw
attention to the importance of making computa-
tional linguistic resources more inclusive for philol-
ogists, not only for wider use of such resources in
academic work, but also for involving professional
linguists, translators, and texts experts in the devel-
opment of quality textual data.

In the future, we plan to add more texts trans-
lated from Ukrainian into German and to develop
parallel corpora for other languages with Ukrainian,
primarily English and French.

It is possible to create a much larger German-
Ukrainian corpus based on ParaRook||DE-UK by
adding non-fiction texts, such as legal, news, and
subtitles, which are usually translated quite literally
and require less manual alignment checking. They
can be downloaded from the Internet and automat-
ically aligned.

As currently a single Universal Dependencies
model is available, we plan to expand the range of
models at hand for the Ukrainian language in UD.
This expansion aims to improve the accuracy of
morphosyntactic analyses and contribute to devel-
oping more robust and diverse linguistic tools.

5. Limitations

Since we check the alignment manually, it would be
a challenge to collect a corpus larger than several
millions of tokens. Manual alignment checking is
highly desirable for fictional texts, where the trans-
lation is often not quite literal, but it takes a lot of
time.

Based on Universal Dependencies, the current
morphosyntactic analysis of the Ukrainian lan-
guage needs to yield optimal accuracy. Improving
this system is of great importance for the further
development of parallel corpora. While the current
accuracy is promising, more is required for large
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corpora. Optimal accuracy is critical in syntax stud-
ies that use parallel corpora to ensure reliable and
meaningful findings.
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9. Appendix A: Example of parallel
sentences with metadata

Ukrainian Text:
<doc authors_names_uk="Maks Friš"

↪→ authors_names_de="Max Frisch"
↪→ translators_names_uk="Jevhen
↪→ Popovyč" translators_names_de="
↪→ Jevhen Popovyč" authors_born
↪→ ="1911" authors_sex="M"
↪→ translators_born="1930"
↪→ translators_sex="M"
↪→ authors_regionCode="D-Z-CH"
↪→ translators_regionCode="UA-C-CRK &
↪→ UA-KYV-KYV" title_uk="Štiller"
↪→ title_de="Stiller"
↪→ original_language="DE" date_uk
↪→ ="1968" pub_city_uk="Kyv"
↪→ pub_year_uk="1970" publication_uk
↪→ ="" url_uk="http://chtyvo.org.ua/"
↪→ pub_city_de="Berlin" publisher_de
↪→ ="Suhrkamp Verlag" publication_de
↪→ ="" date_de="1954" url_de="library
↪→ .lol/fiction/447
↪→ EC7654424E50DD38BA58324825B29"
↪→ orthography="sučasnyj pravopys"
↪→ genre="" source="PRI" theme=""
↪→ media="" style="FIC">

<align>
<s>
1 C’oho ce PRON Pd--nnsgn Animacy=Inan|

↪→ Case=Gen|Gender=Neut|Number=Sing|
↪→ PronType=Dem 2 obj _ _

2 vystačylo vystačyty VERB Vmeis-sn
↪→ Aspect=Perf|Gender=Neut|Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Tense=Past|VerbForm=
↪→ Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT U _ 2 punct _ SpacesAfter=\r

↪→ \n
</s>
<s>
1 Vin vin PRON Pp-3m-snn Case=Nom|Gender

↪→ =Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|
↪→ PronType=Prs 2 nsubj _ _

2 zasmijavsja zasmijatysja VERB Vmeis-sm
↪→ Aspect=Perf|Gender=Masc|Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Tense=Past|VerbForm=
↪→ Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT U _ 2 punct _ SpaceAfter=No
</s>
</align>

</doc>

German Text:
<doc authors_names_uk="Maks Friš"

↪→ authors_names_de="Max Frisch"
↪→ translators_names_uk="Jevhen
↪→ Popovyč" translators_names_de="
↪→ Jevhen Popovyč" authors_born
↪→ ="1911" authors_sex="M"
↪→ translators_born="1930"
↪→ translators_sex="M"
↪→ authors_regionCode="D-Z-CH"
↪→ translators_regionCode="UA-KYV-KYV
↪→ & UA-C-CRK" title_uk="Štiller"
↪→ title_de="Stiller"
↪→ original_language="DE" date_uk
↪→ ="1968" pub_city_uk="Kyv"
↪→ pub_year_uk="1970" publication_uk
↪→ ="" url_uk="http://chtyvo.org.ua/"
↪→ pub_city_de="Berlin" publisher_de
↪→ ="Suhrkamp Verlag" publication_de
↪→ ="" date_de="1954" url_de="library
↪→ .lol/fiction/447
↪→ EC7654424E50DD38BA58324825B29"
↪→ orthography="sučasnyj pravopys"
↪→ genre="" source="PRI" theme=""
↪→ media="" style="FIC">

<align>
<s>
1 Das der PRON PDS Case=Nom|Gender=Neut|

↪→ Number=Sing|PronType=Dem,Rel 2
↪→ nsubj _ _

2 genügte genügen VERB VVFIN Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Past|
↪→ VerbForm=Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=
↪→ No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT $. _ 2 punct _ SpacesAfter=\

↪→ r\n
</s>
<s>
1 Er er PRON PPER Case=Nom|Gender=Masc|

↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
↪→ 2 nsubj _ _

2 lachte lachen VERB VVFIN Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Past|
↪→ VerbForm=Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=
↪→ No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT $. _ 2 punct _ SpaceAfter=No
</s>
</align>
</doc>

https://universaldependencies.org/treebanks/de_gsd/index.html
https://uacorpus.org/
https://uacorpus.org/Kyiv/ua/pararook
https://intercorp.korpus.cz/
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10. Appendix B: Corpus content and
statistics
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